ED 403
Week 8
Agenda

• Book Talk: volunteers for next week?
• Preparing for our text-based discussions tomorrow and Thursday
• Continuing to learn about QRI
Planning and enacting text-based discussions

- **March 10** - Planning of QtA lesson with Smoke and Ashes
- **March 17** - Class on campus (as usual)
- **March 18** - We meet at Willow Run Middle School and half of you facilitate a QtA lesson
- **March 19** - We debrief during seminar time
- **March 20** - We meet at Willow Run Middle and the second half facilitate a QtA lesson
Logistics

- Directions (You should have)
- Time: 7:40
- Decide which of the pair will teach tomorrow and which on Thurs.
- Make sure your recording devices are ready to do
- Name tags will be available
Planning

- Group sharing of learning goals
- Small group sharing of opening queries
- Rehearsal with several groups
Goals

• The beginnings of anti-Semitism were centuries old
• The state of Germany and how that was exploited by Hitler to place blame on the Jews.
• Identifying the change when Hitler identified the difference between Judaism as a religion vs. a race and the fact that one cannot change one’s race.
• Hitler identifies the Aryan race as the superior race
• How the escalation unfolded
• Why the Jewish people could not necessarily escape and why they remained.